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Abstract
Our community has made significant progress in developing programmable network infrastructure, starting from the
control plane and expanding to the data plane. As a latest
trend, network devices are becoming runtime programmable
while serving live traffic. This allows for reprogramming of
individual device programs at fine-grained timescales to add
or remove network functions. Many applications and services,
however, need control over a combination of devices, including end host stacks, NICs, and switches, to accomplish their
goals. We lay out our vision for runtime programmable networks, building upon device-level features to provide live,
network-wide, runtime reprogramming. A whole-stack approach is needed with new programming models, compiler
support, and network management abstractions. We outline a
research agenda as a call to arms to the community.
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Introduction

Our community has made significant progress in making the
network infrastructure programmable. Network programmability started with the control plane, but has rapidly expanded
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to the data plane. Programmable data plane devices, such as
switches [5, 7, 51], NICs [2, 8], FPGAs [4, 61], and software
targets [48], have gained popularity. This in turn has changed
the way in which we control and operate our networks. In a
programmable network, operators are capable of customizing
the network infrastructure end-to-end, by writing and deploying network programs at the host stacks, NICs, or switches.
Without any need for hardware upgrades, new functions can
be introduced and unused ones removed by reflashing the
devices with different programs.
Up until recently, one missing piece of this puzzle has
been runtime programmability. Existing work [16, 24, 38,
40, 42, 67] has extensively studied the opportunities afforded
by compile-time programmability—i.e., customizing device
behaviors by compiling a new network program and reflashing the data plane before the device starts to serve traffic. In
compile-time programmable networks, devices that need to
be “repurposed” are first isolated by management operations
(e.g., draining traffic), reconfigured with a different program,
before they are redeployed to the network again. In contrast,
runtime programming of network devices, while keeping the
network disruption-free, enables a new paradigm. With runtime programmable devices, reprogramming takes place at
much finer timescales hitlessly. The data plane is kept live
while program changes are reconfigured. Example runtime
programmable switches include Nvidia/Mellanox Spectrum
series (with P4) [66], Broadcom Trident4 and Jericho2 (with
NPL). Runtime programmable targets also includes FPGAs
and software switches, as they are inherently capable of live,
partial reconfiguration.
This paper investigates a vision that we call FlexNet, which
leverages the trend of device-level runtime programmability,
but considers broader design principles for an end-to-end
runtime programmable network.
FlexNet envisions a network infrastructure that shapeshifts
in response to real-time change. At any point, the end-to-end
network is optimally tuned for the current requirements and
traffic workloads. But if network requirements change in the
next minute, reconfigurations across devices will present the
network as a new infrastructure. This requires runtime programming of individual devices as a building block, but also
synchronized reconfigurations across the network. Network
functions migrate seamlessly from one location to another,

both vertically (host stacks vs. NICs. vs. switches) and horizontally (end-to-end network paths). They run atop devices
with different architectures, programming models, and performance characteristics. Security defenses are summoned
to the network via precise injection to attack locations for
real-time mitigation, and they dynamically scale in and out
based on attack traffic volume. End-to-end, the network is
piloted by a central controller that maintains a global view
of the topology and traffic patterns, as well as the locations
and resource requirements of the network apps. The software
controller initiates centralized management operations, but
they are handed over to data plane hardware when feasible
for efficient, distributed execution.
While ambitious, we believe this goal is within reach. The
emergence of runtime programmable data planes points to the
technological feasibility. The need for runtime programmability is evidenced by industry support from disparate vendors [3, 5, 6, 10] and academic research that approximates
this capability [18, 30, 62, 70]. Though not yet pervasive
across all devices, commercial incentives for adding such
support in upcoming device models seem compelling. In fact,
we view runtime programmability as a crucial step to the
overall success of programmable networks. It simultaneously
addresses two critical needs in large networks: rapid innovation of network features [23] and their deployment with high
network availability and near-zero downtime [28].
1.1

A Case for Runtime Programmable Networks

FlexNet enables a range of powerful use cases.
Dynamic apps. Programmable networks have found many
applications [29, 34, 38, 40, 50] but today’s apps are statically compiled into the network and cannot change at runtime. Recent projects call out this limitation and propose
approximating solutions. They essentially work by baking
all needed logic at compile time but changing how it is used
from the control plane. DynamiQ [18] designs a monitoring
system where query operators are flexibly mapped at runtime
to compile-time allocated resources. Mantis [70] hardcodes
all runtime response logic at compile time, and invokes different responses at runtime by modifying control registers.
HyPer4 [30] emulates different network programs with a virtualization layer. In contrast, runtime programmable networks
offer direct support for dynamic program changes. One does
not need to anticipate all network requirements in advance or
statically bake everything into the network.
Real-time security. Statically-baked network programs are
particularly problematic for security defenses [37, 42, 67–
69], as attacks are in nature fast-changing and difficult to
anticipate or provision for. Runtime programmable defenses
can be summoned into the network on-the-fly and retired
when attacks subside. Such defenses are also elastic, capable
of scaling, replicating, and migrating to other locations based
on changing attack strengths and patterns. Real-time defense
deployments also enable hot-patching the network against
zero-day attacks before a permanent fix is rolled out.

Live infrastructure customization. Whole-network infrastructure customization is challenging in today’s datacenters.
Deploying new transport protocols [39, 43], for instance, requires changes not only to host kernels but also telemetry and
congestion control (CC) algorithms at the NICs and switches.
The optimal choice of CC algorithms further depends on the
mix of applications and workloads [49], which fluctuate dynamically at runtime. FlexNet enables quick, incremental
upgrades of the end-to-end infrastructure at runtime.
Tenant extensions. Cloud datacenters must accommodate
the varied networking requirements of each tenant. The number of virtual networks and their needs change rapidly due
to tenant churn. FlexNet allows tenants to inject customerspecific network extensions (e.g., new CC algorithms at the
hosts and NICs, or custom security defenses at the switches)
as they arrive. Tenant departures trigger program removal to
trim the network and release unused resources.
1.2

Research Challenges

Realizing this vision requires a whole-stack approach that
rethinks how FlexNet networks should be programmed, optimized, and managed at scale.
Whole-network programming. Building upon device-level
runtime programmability as a basis, FlexNet aims to enable
whole-network runtime programming end-to-end. This raises
interesting research questions on developing suitable programming abstractions for vertical and horizontal function
distribution, which simultaneously take into account device
heterogeneity in terms of programming models, architectures
and performance characteristics.
Programming runtime changes. Specifying runtime changes is different from writing a new program from scratch. It
requires incremental programming support. FlexNet permits
runtime modifications to the “infrastructure” program (e.g.,
as supplied by the network operator), as well as “extension”
programs (e.g., provided by the tenants) in a modular manner.
Runtime changes are programmed in an incremental manner
to avoid intrusive modifications to the base program.
Compiling fungible programs. FlexNet also introduces
research opportunities for new network compiler designs. Existing compilers [27, 36] assume a non-fungible network, and
their primary concern is to bin-pack program elements into
resource-constrained devices. Runtime programmable networks enable a new operating point for compilers because
network resources become fungible. When they are not in
use, programs are removable to release resources. Therefore,
FlexNet compilers have the option of optimizing for alternative goals (e.g., performance, energy) even if they come
with resource overheads. Extra resources can be reallocated
or reclaimed elsewhere in the network.
Compiling runtime changes. Compiling changes into the
network must be done in a least-intrusive manner to avoid
significant resource reallocation and shuffling across the network. Redistribution of program elements may also require
recompilation to a different target, as well as conversion and
migration of program state to a different representation.
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Figure 1: The FlexNet vision and its key components. FlexNet provides a “fungible datapath” abstraction and enables
runtime whole-network programming. The compiler analyzes the program and runtime extensions, and distributes the
components vertically and horizontally. The network is piloted by a central controller for real-time management.
Piloting runtime programmable networks. Significantly
greater responsibility will fall unto the network management
system in a runtime programmable network. Traditional management and control platforms [33, 35, 55] are not up to the
task: they manage devices that perform tasks of the same
nature (i.e., forwarding), so their primary job is to optimize
the forwarding behavior (e.g., alleviate congestion via traffic engineering). But as FlexNet devices host different apps,
which in turn consume variable amounts of resources, exhibit
different performance characteristics, and are capable of runtime migration, their management becomes more challenging.
New control plane API operating at the “app” level is needed
for management. Control operations may also be handed over
to the data plane for efficient execution. Network control
needs to be aware of mixed deployments with compile-time
programmable and non-programmable elements. Consensus,
availability, and fault tolerance also need to be revisited for
developing logically centralized but physically distributed
controllers [13, 45].
In the rest of this paper, we outline the FlexNet vision and
a research agenda.

2

Runtime Programmability

Our vision is based upon the trend that network devices are
becoming runtime programmable. We describe the current
ecosystem of runtime programmable targets and their varying
degrees of flexibility.
Switches. Switch vendors are increasingly exposing runtime programmability in their ASICs. Our recent work has
developed runtime programming support for Nvidia/Mellanox
Spectrum series of switches, reconfigurable in P4 [66]. While
keeping the device live, match/action tables can be added
and removed on-the-fly without packet loss. Parser states can
be similarly manipulated to add and remove header types
and protocols. Program changes complete within a second,
and during this transition, packets are either processed by the
new program or old one in a consistent manner. Broadcom
Trident4 and Jericho2 switches are runtime programmable

in NPL. Dynamic tables can be runtime reconfigured to perform a different task or change to different table keys without
downtime.
FPGAs and SmartNICs. FPGAs and SoC-based SmartNICs are inherently more flexible than switching ASICs, both
for compile-time and runtime reconfiguration. Live, partial
reconfiguration of FPGAs has been extensively studied in the
hardware community [60]. Traditional FPGA development requires Verilog or VHDL programming, but when FPGAs are
used as network devices, high-level languages like P4 have
gained wide support. SoC-based SmartNICs, like Netronome
Agilio, Nvdia/Mellanox BlueField, and Pensando DPUs, enclose general-purpose SoC cores and are programmable in C.
As of late, they also ship P4 compilers for the NICs. As SoC
cores are general-purpose in nature, no fundamental barrier
exists in supporting other languages (e.g., NPL). For FPGA
and SoC targets, their raw capability of runtime reconfiguration carries over to the network programs that they host. For
instance, when hosting a P4 program on such a device, partial
reconfiguration primitives for tables and parsers would similarly apply. On these targets, runtime programming primarily
requires more mature tooling support that specifically target
network programs in P4 or NPL.
Host kernels. The kernel network stack allows for runtime
customization via the eBPF framework [12]. eBPF kernel
extensions are constrained C programs, and can be injected
to the network stack without any disruption. Runtime reconfigurations occur at eBPF program level, e.g., by reloading a
different program.
To summarize, runtime programmable variants exist for
all classes of popular targets for network programming. Although their programming models, flexibility, and performance characteristics vary, the existing ecosystem already
presents sufficient building blocks to develop end-to-end runtime programmable networks. We believe the time is ripe to
explore this FlexNet vision.

3

Open Problems

An array of research challenges exists in the development of
runtime programmable networks. Figure 1 illustrates.

Scenario. In the ensuing discussion, we assume a generic
deployment scenario where the network infrastructure is operated by its owner but individual tenants dynamically arrive
and depart. The network provider maintains an “infrastructure” program, which implements basic functions for the network as well as utility functions for management and control.
Tenants provide “extension” programs that are dynamically
injected into and removed from the network. The infrastructure program forms a trusted base, and the extensions are
admitted by the network owner after access control validation.
Extension programs are isolated from each other and from
the infrastructure code via, e.g., VLAN-based isolation mechanisms. Tenant arrivals trigger the generation of new VLAN
configurations from the control plane, as well as infrastructure program changes to accommodate the new extensions.
Departures achieve opposite effects. All programs are continuously updated in real time, and changes are integrated into
the network seamlessly without downtime.
3.1

Runtime Whole-Network Programming

From a whole-stack perspective, runtime network programming goes much beyond programming packet processing
pipelines, e.g., in P4 [7], NPL [5], or their combination [27].
Vertically, host kernel stacks and SmartNICs expose generalpurpose programming models in C or restricted C (e.g., eBPF).
They are also capable of a wider range of network customization tasks, e.g., custom congestion control [17] and transport
protocols [15, 31, 43], or TCP offloads [44]. While these
domain-specific tasks are also constrained in nature, they are
very different from packet-oriented processing. To enable
whole-network customization vertically and horizontally, new
programming models and abstractions are required.
Abstractions. We envision that a FlexNet program is written against a network abstraction that hides away the details
of vertical and horizontal distribution, as well as device heterogeneity in terms of architectures, performance characteristics, and programming models. The compiler analyzes the
program, and automatically splits it to the physical network.
Existing abstractions like the “one big switch” model [16]
serve similar goals for networking programming, but are insufficient for capturing vertical implementations across host
stacks, NICs, and switches. They also do not model a network
infrastructure where resources can be reallocated, reclaimed,
and redistributed at runtime.
We call this abstraction a “fungible datapath”, which logically models a whole-stack network device, including L2
and L3 functionalities, but also programmable transport protocols [15, 43] or even higher-layer offloads [40]. Under the
hood, it is implemented on a physical slice of the end-to-end
network. The compiler analyzes the datapath program and
determines which components should run where. Within a
fungible datapath, program components may freely migrate
and elastically scale in and out on different physical devices.
The shape and size of the physical slice are additionally regulated by the network control policies and the negotiated SLAs.

Tenant datapaths are laid atop the infrastructure datapath with
proper access control isolation.
Programming languages. We envision that fungible datapaths require a domain-specific language that mixes match/action-style packet processing and eBPF-style offloads, which
we will call FlexBPF. In our vision, FlexBPF should expose
a logical and constrained form of network state, organized
in key/value “maps”. The FlexBPF control flow and operations need to go well beyond matches and actions, so as
to fully leverage device programmability. With constrained
state, FlexBPF programs are analyzable to certify bounded
execution, well-behavedness, and to enable automated compilation to constrained targets [72]. FlexBPF programs express
programmable congestion control, transport protocols, constrained higher-layer offloads, and packet-processing pipelines
in the fungible datapath.
The logical key/value maps maintain a virtualized view of
network state at different layers. Virtualizing network state is
crucial, as individual devices have drastically different ways
of implementing this state. Consider some examples. The
P4 language standard defines stateful registers and counters
as “extern” constructs that are up to the device vendor. PoF
devices expose a different abstraction: flow state instruction
sets [51]. Nvidia/Mellanox devices pursue yet another route:
stateful tables that are indexed with flow key, with flow insertions and removals performed in the data plane [58]. If
a program assumes a specific way of state encoding (e.g.,
registers), function migration becomes difficult. In FlexBPF,
the compiler selects the proper state encodings for different
program components based on the target devices. Program
migration carries its state in this logical representation.
3.2

Programming Runtime Changes

Specifying runtime changes, whether updating the infrastructure program or injecting tenant extensions, presents a
different set of challenges. Runtime changes require incremental programming and compilation support to minimize
intrusiveness.
Incremental upgrades. Updates to the infrastructure or
tenant programs, by themselves, need not specify a complete
network processing stack. They are simply additions, deletions, or changes to the existing programs. Our goal is to
develop a domain-specific language that concisely specify
where, when, and how an existing FlexNet program is updated. Programs in this DSL precisely model the changes
that need to be made, without having to re-specify the entire
stacks all over again. For instance, this DSL may expose name
matching utilities (e.g., via pattern matches on match/action
tables and actions) to programmatically select and modify the
firewall- or CC-related functions in the base program. The
FlexNet compiler jointly analyzes the pattern matching program with the base program and regenerates program changes
exactly where needed.
Datapath composition. Runtime changes also include injecting or removing an end-to-end tenant datapath. For these
situations, FlexNet needs to enable datapath composition.

Recent work [52] has developed modular, composable abstractions for P4 programs (e.g., one modular for L2 processing and another for L3). Similar properties are useful for
FlexBPF programs, but additional analyses are required—e.g.,
the tenant extensions have restricted access control permissions; different tenants may inject logically-sharable code that
present optimization opportunities or conflicting datapaths
that need to be resolved.
3.3

Compiling Fungible Programs

Runtime programmable networks open up new operating regimes for compiler design. Existing network compilers [27, 36]
assume that device resource limits are an unyielding constraint and primarily focus on bin-packing programs within
available resources. However, since a runtime programmable
network can dynamically remove unused functions, device resources become fungible. This enables a new search space for
compiler optimizations. For instance, the FlexNet compiler
may operate in multiple iterations. If compiling a FlexNet
datapath to its resource slice fails, the compiler recursively
invokes optimization primitives for its datapath to perform resource reallocation and garbage collection, before attempting
another round of compilation.
Resource fungibility. Resource fungibility varies across
device architectures, and shuffling program elements may
also result in a physical datapath with different performance
characteristics.
(i) RMT. The RMT (reconfigurable match table) architecture [19] adopts a pipeline model with a fixed number of
stages, and packets are processed by MA (match/action) tables stage by stage. Example switch ASICs that adopt this
architecture include Intel FlexPipe and Tofino. For Tofino,
resources in the same hardware stage are fungible. By adding
runtime support to reconfigure individual stages in a live manner, tables can be potentially shuffled across stages and all
pipeline resources would become fungible.
(ii) dRMT. The disaggregated RMT architecture [22], on
the other hand, removes the static stage boundaries by disaggregating compute from memory. A set of MA processors
execute a P4 program in a run-to-completion manner for each
incoming packet. MA table entries are physically separated
from the processors in SRAM or TCAM. Unrestricted by
stage boundaries, any processor can access any table, at any
point in the P4 program. Our previous work also builds upon
a similar architecture as implemented in the Nvidia/Mellanox
Spectrum model [66]. On this architecture, memory and action resources are fungible due to disaggregation.
(iii) Tiles, Elastic Pipes. Tiled and Elastic Pipe architectures, as adopted by Broadcom’s Trident4 and Jericho2, are
yet another class. For Trident4, hash and index tiles are realized in SRAM; alongside TCAM tiles, they are exposed
to the programmer [10]. NPL programs determine inter-tile
connectivity and tile programmability. Jericho2’s Elastic Pipe
architecture, on the other hand, consists of a standard pipeline
of stages that is extended by a Programmable Elements Matrix

(PEM) [3]. On these architectures, fungibility occurs within
the same tile types and the PEM elements.
(iv) SmartNICs, FPGAs, and Hosts. Resources are essentially fully fungible on these architectures.
Across the network, resources that lie on the same network path are fungible as traffic flow through a sequence of
devices [27]. By co-desiging routing and placement mechanisms for a logical datapath, more opportunities will open up
(e.g., via routing detours to a program component).
Performance and energy optimizations. Leveraging resource fungibility, the FlexNet compiler is able to explore
additional objectives beyond resource bin-packing. Resources
on switching ASIC, SmartNICs, FPGAs, and hosts, though
fungible, have different performance characteristics. Therefore, our compiler must take performance SLA into consideration when it maps a logical datapath to the physical infrastructure. In a similar spirit, different targets also have
varied energy consumption envelopes [57]. By leveraging this
fungibility layer, FlexNet is able to shuffle resource around
and optimize for the current workload regarding network energy consumption. Moreover, fungible resources also allow
for optimizations that trade performance/energy goals with
resource utilizations. Merging two match/action tables, for
instance, will lead to increased memory usage due to a table
“cross product”, but it saves one table lookup time and reduces
latency for packet processing on certain architectures.
Incremental recompilation. When compiling runtime changes into the network, FlexNet also needs to perform incremental recompilation. FlexNet not only needs to generate
optimized programs, but also needs to minimize the amount
of resource reshuffling by identifying “maximally adjacent
reconfigurations” that lead to non-intrusive redistribution.
As resource shuffling may also affect datapath performance,
FlexNet needs to re-certifying SLA objectives as well. A fine
balance between compilation time and optimization levels
is necessary. For fast reactions to network changes, it may
be desirable to generate non-optimal implementations in a
shorter turnaround time.
3.4

Real-time Network Control

New network control and management systems are required
to effectively pilot runtime programmable networks. Existing designs, such as OpenFlow SDN controllers [33, 55] and
traditional network management systems [20, 21], are primarily concerned with managing forwarding behaviors. In
these traditional networks, devices perform tasks of the same
natur—i.e., routing and forwarding—despite “micro-level”
device heterogeneity (e.g., differences in hardware vendors,
generations, or control interfaces). Therefore, network control primarily performs traffic engineering to alleviate congestion [33] and carries out disruption-free network updates [55].
A runtime programmable network, however, requires a very
different kind of network piloting, as “macro-level” heterogeneity exists across devices that host different apps. Deciding
on optimal app locations, reasoning about app resource requirements, elastic app scaling, resilient state replication, app

migration, as well as the traditional goal of managing routing
behaviors, are all up to the network management system.
Control plane abstractions. In FlexNet, we propose to
expose abstractions for app-level network management. The
P4Runtime standard [11] has a set of control plane API to
manage and interact with P4-capable devices, but they operate
at the data plane element level, e.g., manipulating counters,
meters, and table rules. This is a starting point, but FlexNet
also requires higher-level abstractions to manage the apps. For
instance, the controller is able to “name” in-network apps by
their URIs (instead of, say, IP addresses), and perform management operations using the URI as a handle (e.g., expand
a certain resource type). In other words, application-centric
abstractions are needed as first-class primitives. Their translation into lower-level commands (e.g., via P4Runtime) is done
automatically by the FlexNet management system.
Data plane execution. We envision that the network control operations are invoked by the control plane, but their
execution may take place partially or entirely in the data
plane. Unlike existing network control platforms [63] that
manage software-based entities, FlexNet controller needs to
efficiently manipulate in-network, data plane programs. These
apps process and produce linespeed data, and their internal
state also mutates per-packet at nanosecond timescales. If
all control operations are performed in software, many tasks
become extremely challenging or infeasible.
Consider migrating a stateful network app (e.g., one that
maintains a count-min sketch). As the sketch state is updated
for each packet, copying state via control plane software is
impossible [41]. Recent work has developed tools to perform state migration entirely in data plane [41, 65]. FlexNet
needs more control primitives of this kind that are realizable
in hardware data planes. In particular, in-network monitoring, execution tracking, and diagnosis primitives will prove
useful for runtime programmable app management, as such
networks experience higher dynamics. These “utility” functions for network control do not have a persistent footprint
inside the network, but are injected in real-time for maintenance tasks and removed soon after. In mixed deployments
of runtime programmable, compile-time programmable, and
non-programmable devices, FlexNet also needs to account
for the topological locations of these network elements.
dRPCs. Realizing control operations in the data plane also
requires handling devices with different programming capabilities and performance characteristics. Since not every
device will support all operations, we envision that the infrastructure program will provide a set of data plane RPC services
for common utilities (e.g., app migration or state replication).
Tenant datapaths need not reinvent the wheel but rather invoke
these remote services via data plane RPC calls (dRPCs). Tenant programs may also expose tenant-specific RPC services
that the infrastructure program can invoke. Service discovery occurs either at control plane or via an in-network RPC
registry and discovery protocol in real time.

Fault tolerance and consistency. To detect and tolerate
device failures, the FlexNet controller replicates important
network state in a logical datapath across multiple physical
devices. State consistency is ensured via state replication and
update protocols [71]. Functional updates to a logical datapath also need application-level, consistent packet processing,
which goes beyond controlling the order of rule updates [46],
and varied levels of consistency guarantees may apply [66]. It
is the network controller’s job to ensure that traffic in the datapath is routed through the correct sequence of network devices
to receive processing. For large networks, logically centralized controllers are realized in physically distributed nodes,
which brings classic distributed systems concerns on consensus and availability [13, 45]. In a runtime programmable
network, developing a new consistency model and enforcing
it across distributed controller nodes also raises interesting
research questions.

4

Related Work

Network programming. Recent work has developed support
for network programming both for single devices [5, 7] and
distributed environments [16, 27, 54]. Pronto [26] lays out
a vision for closed-loop network programming, observation,
and verification. FlexNet is closely related to these work, but
it investigates runtime network programmability.
Runtime reconfigurability. Runtime reprogrammability
has been studied in several contexts. The architecture community has extensively explored the capability of live, partial reconfiguration of FPGAs [60]. The OS community has
considers kernel reconfiguration via eBPF [12, 59] and live
VM migration [9, 53]. The networking community has developed support for eBPF-style reconfiguration in XDP [32]
and SmartNIC offloads [1]. FlexNet explores the vision of
whole-network reconfigurability at runtime.
Active networks. Active networking research has laid the
foundation for many important developments in network programmability [14, 47, 56]. Recent work also revisits this
line of work and its progression to programmable networks
today [25, 64]. FlexNet is aligned with this vision and investigates the next step in making programmable networks even
more flexible than they are today.

5

A Call to Arms

Networking research is entering a “golden era”. Ossification concerns start to dissipate and exciting possibilities are
opening up. Making the network infrastructure end-to-end
programmable at runtime is not only technologically feasible
today, but also pays great dividends. We believe that runtime
programmability is an attractive next step in our community’s intellectual trajectory. Joint community efforts from
both academia and industry are needed in this endeavor.
Acknowledgments: We thank the anonymous reviewers for
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